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Fast integration of complex data sets

““

The strength of the flexible DataWalk
data model became fully known at
the end of the implementation. It was
then that we decided to include an
additional data set in the base, which
required importing the data and
restructuring the model. We managed
to do it by ourselves, and, what is more,
in two days only!

””

Michał Morzyk
CPB Administrator
Bank Zachodni WBK

Sector
Banking

Solution
Within the scope of the
implementation, data from
Bank Zachodni WBK systems
has been integrated into
the DataWalk analytical
repository, which allowed
creation of the Central Product Base.

Benefits from
the implementation
• Centralization of dispersed
product knowledge which has
been structured according to
one model and one interpretation
• The capability to carry out
analyses on the basis
of consolidated data, which
supports product base management
• Monitoring products at different
stages of their lifecycles
• Quick reporting based on
DataWalk simple interface,
without using SQL

Fast integration
of complex data sets
DataWalk has integrated data from several bank
systems and has allowed centralization of information
on the Bank Zachodni WBK product base.

Bank Zachodni WBK (Santander group)
Bank Zachodni WBK is one of the biggest and most
innovative financial institutions in Poland with
business in personal and corporate banking (small
and medium enterprises as well as large corporations).
The bank provides complex financial services of
the highest standards supported by modern bank
technologies.
The experience gained over the years
and an innovative approach enable BZ WBK to offer
modern products through one of the largest networks
of branches and sales partners (almost 800) in Poland
and electronic access channels including mobile
banking. BZ WBK group provides brokerage services,
asset and investment fund management, leasing,
factoring and a full bancassurance offering.

The challenge
Bank Zachodni WBK needed to centralize information
on its products and to streamline product management
processes. A bank product is a complex one, as it
includes a wide array of financial products and services.
Getting a 360-degree view of the whole product
structure presents a challenge. Also, it is not easy
to monitor particular products (they occur in large
numbers and have similar components) at every
stage of their lifecycles.

*Details of the Bank Zachodni WBK offer are available on www.bzwbk.pl.
As of September 2016

““

We intended to create a solution
that would allow centralization
of information on offerings
according to a uniform model.
Thanks to such a solution, our
Product Managers will be able
to carry out analyses of interest
that refer to the historical and
recent product offerings and,
what is more, do it systematically
and independently, without SQL
or base structure knowledge.

““

Ewa Zaleska
Business Architecture Manager
BZ WBK

The solution

The results

The DataWalk System shows
the components and the versions particular
products consisted of in a specified period
of time, and indicates how to configure
them most expediently.

Thanks to DataWalk, all BZ WBK products
(at different stages of a lifecycle – both
recent and historical) can be analyzed by
means of a clear, uniform interface.
DataWalk enables users to:

DataWalk is equipped with a very efficient
engine which automatically imports data
and integrates them into one repository
used for carrying out analyses – the Central
Product Base.
Moreover, it allows flexible modifications
of a data model that do not affect the work
of the system and due to its unique
technology, the process can be carried out
solely on the basis of business parameters.
Within the scope of the implementation,
data from several different systems have
been integrated including:
• Product definitions
• Fees and commissions
• Information on the ways of offering
and service

• Quickly connect complex, multidimensional
data sets including dispersed information
on product components
• Analyze product status and parameters
effectively over time
• Carry out context-based analyses
of indirectly connected data and provide
a full picture of the product portfolio
• Test hypotheses ad-hoc via an intuitive
interface, and check how changing one
component affects the whole product
• Reduce start up and modification times
of the analytical environment

DataWalk is a platform developed
by PiLab which allows fast
integration of data from many
external and internal sources into
an integrated repository, and then
enables analyses, investigations
and collaboration without
programming or SQL queries.

DataWalk is a software company
focused on enabling customers to unlock
the enormous potential value that’s
hidden within their myriad of data sets.
DataWalk's technology lets you walk
through your data to help you find
answers and discover non-obvious
relationships.
The company has developed ten unique
software technologies to power its
products and deliver unique capabilities
to our customers. To date the company
has filed four patents and expects to
file many more.
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